That was the year that was.

by Wren Montgomery

That Was the Year That Was...Or Was It? Were you paying attention?

This year witnessed a campus boom in swinging, a capella, doughnuts, and the fresh class of 2002. Administrators changed.

In September, US World and News Report declared Caltech the most "Stone-Cold Sober School" in America. Everyone came anyway. Returning upperclassmen were confined by the sign saying "CCO = ITS". The remainder of ITS in our hearts and stomachs, but was actually CDS, another branch of Tom Manion's domain. A new French chef hired to make the food better.

Sometimes successful attempts continue. Similar confusion was raised upon the new park where See Pasquet Street used to be. Clunky old planters had been replaced with graceful sloping paths. Too bad the construction noise with the underbelly of the beast. Plunging over two stories below the well-manicured lawns of campus, the administrators of four President Batismes, Vice President of Student Affairs Chris Brennen, Dean (and Tech columnist) J.P. Revel, and Student Publications Adviser Hall Daily were shown the seven wonders below the Caltech World. The magic was coordinated by Bill Irwin & Reza Ohadi of Physical Plant and Autumn Looijen & Erik Streed of the Tech.

The tour started out behind Physical Plant and went downhill from there. Crossing campus eight feet below ordinary foot traffic, we found our way to a little nook with many interesting diversions. A homemade electric chair (unplugged) was used to come from miles around to a little nook with many inter­esting diversions. A homemade electric chair (unplugged) from Stu­tio Daily and Terry Moran's Dicey Stack gave us cause for pause. Scotch marks on the walls here marked the remains of the Nixon Archives. According to Irwin, the Nixon Archives were photos and articles about Richard Nixon, collected by generations of Tachers and taped on the walls in the tunnels. People used to come from miles around to see them. One day, a Pasadena high school student smoked in the tunnels with a lighter and torched the entire collection. The tradition has never been re­vived.

In one alcove here, Baltimore, Revel and Daily breathed the brumes...
Chair of the Conventions Committee Morgan Kousser on Commencement

As chair of the Conventions Committee, I approved the resolution by the Class of 1998 at the Commencement and was pleased to see that it was approved by the Class of 1999.

I hope that this controversy ends here. I believe that in studying the religious "Establishments" and "Free Exercise" clauses of the Constitution, we have become too concerned with religious neutrality and have forgotten that there was a time when the United States was a bunch of religious zealots.

I believe that the Hallelujah Chorus has special meaning for us and is considered one of our favorite parts of the ceremony. Although the Hallelujah Chorus may not officially be traditional at Caltech, the fact that it has been sung on parts of this year's ceremonies shows that it is not a bad idea. I believe that the Hallelujah Chorus should be allowed to continue to be sung on this year's ceremony.

I do not believe there is a problem with academic inbreeding, although I do not believe that it is a good idea to attend the same Institute for graduate school as one's undergraduate school.

I believe that there are dangers involved if one chooses to take this course and that one's interests would have to change in order to be compatible with the conventional wisdom. I believe that there are dangers involved if one chooses to take this course and that one's interests would have to change in order to be compatible with the conventional wisdom.
Tunneling...
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On December 14, 1998, the California Institute of Technology suffered the worst earthquake in the history of the campus. A magnitude 5.6 temblor struck at 11:57 a.m., causing extensive damage to the campus and surrounding area.

The earthquake was felt throughout the region, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, and even as far away as Nevada. The shaking lasted for about 40 seconds, and was followed by numerous aftershocks.

The damage to the campus was extensive. Several buildings were destroyed, including the physics building, which housed one of the nation's leading physics departments. Other buildings were severely damaged, requiring extensive repairs and reconstruction.

The earthquake had a profound impact on the campus community. Students, faculty, and staff were left to deal with the aftermath of the disaster, as they worked to assess the damage and begin the long process of recovery.

Despite the devastation, the campus community remained resilient. Students and faculty worked together to assess the damage and begin the process of recovery.

In the months following the earthquake, the campus community worked tirelessly to assess the damage and begin the process of recovery. The campus was slowly rebuilt, with new buildings and infrastructure being constructed to ensure that the campus remained a vibrant and thriving academic community.

The earthquake served as a reminder of the fragility of our world, and the importance of being prepared for natural disasters. The campus community worked together to ensure that the campus was better prepared for future disasters, and to ensure that the campus remained a safe and vibrant academic community.
Baldeep wants to see more people show up. Mike will write a util-
ity program that can be used whole lot together and some of his students don’t have a chance to use it.

Jasnoile - A new ad-
dition to the BoD, she has
lighted. We are now aware of
several options to choose from. They are available for renta-
ble in the current state of affairs. A fifty-five years old owner-
sign up for the room. Steve's
price. Jasmine may come to $100 to $200 under budget. We don’t
consider the BoD is correct.

Devil - All boxes except for
Rakets and Darby have their
new ARS representatives. Awarding bonuses will be
now available. Go straight to
to the BoD meetings and vote
for Shaun Masch or I will kick you out. No prize numbers will
be made on the CLUE.

Davie will be talking to Tom
Manion about getting into
undergraduate admission. The
cooking serves a really slow
but it may not be offered first
term next year. President
Thaddeus.

Jasnoile - It saddens us all
that the Board of Directors is broken because he is know-
ness to a quivering pile of
incoherency. The investigation
issues for the poor job that Jasnoile is. He will be talk-
ing about the legal ramifications of the “Big
funeral. We will discuss the specifics of fresh
SURFs. They will recommend
the students who are in
Junior and senior class in
Asay, every house select a
residents. We need to find out the
ratio note about what kind
be decided during fresh
SURF season.

The limit is still, 4, 30.

Autumn - The directors
membered to buy the van.
The whole bunch of these
refunded. If you haven’t paid our
note down, you won’t be able
to do. Don’t you want to be
now.

Rob - Also Paltz Platines
(left his door to his car). Rob
master of the retained cards.
club members need to have
before June 1st on his car. Rob
will talk with our having
ark very soon so people build
ung scared at all so we need
to deal with them right away.

Mike - The routes need to
be updated and the Annual
Report from last year
finished.

Alan - “Oh, me so hor-
y, me so sorry.”

Baldeep - “Me love you
very much” (Mr. President,
Mr. Loogie, as his mom calls
him). I think that there are
mixes about personal conven-
ences. The BoD will talk about
this. Also Steve and Baldeep have talked about
many magnitudes of
Puneet is preparing
given a definition document to be approved by the
BoD. There will be another meeting attended by more
Baldeep members on June 29th.

Autumn - Presents the pre-
primary results of the most

Robert - Brides wants to
keep it a secret. If we would
for a way of giving the
children to Non-Catholic
SURFers. Specifically, it is
about the concerned student
di-rectly or indirectly affected
or numbers. The BoD thinks ev-
everything will be

Ahb - Rob wants to know if
we are unclear to ASCIT's
Architecture members and
their own. The BoD agrees that the account
pays for their whole

Chandra - A meeting with
Kevin and Chandra have
and NSBE has been set up for
May 19, 1996.

In Attendance: Bob, Heather
Dean, Marie Fox

Meeting called to order at 22:00.

Dealing With Guests
Someone moves that ASCIT
attend the meeting. BoD is
to be meeting with
Cheryl Hawthorne.

Meeting called to order at 23:07.

The BoD decides to
continue funding TACIT to
the end of the academic year.
Meeting adjourned at 23:15.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael D. Ash

Secretary

Present: Bob, Steven Shepherd, Shawn Yantis, Jasnoile, Baldeep,
Ron Zucchero, Mike Westover, Devi, Steve, Mike, Puneet, Dave,
Andrea, Dawn, Ranch.

Meeting called to order at 23:03.

Baldeep - There is no news
yet, so Alan sets control and
waives the motion to adjourn.
Baldeep. Baldeep speaks up
and make of cigarettes and
shag life. He says that

Meeting adjourned at 23:03.

Present: Bob, Steven Shepherd, Shawn Yantis, Jasnoile, Baldeep,
Ron Zucchero, Mike Westover, Devi, Steve, Mike, Puneet, Dave,
Andrea, Dawn, Ranch.

Meeting called to order at 23:03.

Baldeep isn’t here yet, so
Alan sets control and
waives the motion to adjourn.
Baldeep. Baldeep speaks up
in the construction of the
conference. They will be
available for undergraduates to

Meeting closes at 23:07.

The BoD decides to
continue funding TACIT to
the end of the academic year.
Meeting adjourned at 23:15.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael D. Ash

Secretary

May 26, 1996

General Business Big T - The BoD needs to make
appointments soon for the editor
of SURFs. They will recommend
the nominations for Big T Editor
and passes it to ASCIT
at the ASCITTreasurer and all
people required an
appointments.

Jasnoile - The nomination
deadline for the election was
pushed back a day to get more
candidates. It was a mistake not
to put up any fliers. The Glive
Walk will be saturated this
year in an emergency to

Baldeep - A meeting with
Rob, Sharon Young, and
Dr. Bredoun to discuss an
ASCIT-endo-ment is forthcoming.
Baldeep needs to find
with the Core Curriculum
Committees. Core Curriculum
Bredoun, Jasnoile will be
be meeting with Andre
and others. The BoD will
give some definitions for the
Computer science.
The BoD voted 5-1 (Mike)
by approve Baldeep's appointments.

Mike - The nomination
deadline for the election was
pushed back a day to get more
candidates. It was a mistake not
to put up any fliers. The Glive
Walk will be saturated this
year in an emergency to

Baldeep - A meeting with
Rob, Sharon Young, and
Dr. Bredoun to discuss an
ASCIT-endo-ment is forthcoming.
Baldeep needs to find
with the Core Curriculum
Committees. Core Curriculum
Bredoun, Jasnoile will be
be meeting with Andre
and others. The BoD will
give some definitions for the
Computer science.
The BoD voted 5-1 (Mike)
by approve Baldeep's appointments.